SUBCHAPTER D: LICENSED IRRIGATOR SEAL

§§344.40 - 344.43
Effective January 1, 2009

§344.40. Seal Required.

Each irrigator, upon being licensed with the commission, shall obtain a seal, as described in §344.41 of this title (relating to Seal Design). Licensed irrigators shall not engage in any landscape irrigation services without physical possession of the seal and the license. The irrigator is responsible for the security of the seal.
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§344.41. Seal Design.

(a) The required seal must be:

(1) circular; and

(2) not less than 1-1/2 inches in diameter.

(b) The required seal must display:

(1) the words "State of Texas" at the top between the knurled circles;

(2) the words "Licensed Irrigator" at the bottom; and

(3) the irrigator's name and license number, excluding leading zeros, horizontally in the circular field.
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§344.42. Seal Display.

(a) On every document requiring an irrigator's seal, the seal shall be clearly visible and legible on the original document and all copies or reproductions of the original document.

(b) An irrigator may use an electronic or other format seal and signature if the seal, signature, and date are clearly visible and legible on the original document and all copies or reproductions of the original document.
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§344.43. Seal Use.

(a) Irrigators shall:
(1) sign their legal name;

(2) affix the seal above the irrigator's signature; and

(3) include the date of signing (month, day, and year) of each document to which the seal is affixed.

(b) The presence of the irrigator's seal displayed above the irrigator's signature and date on any document constitutes the acceptance of all professional responsibility for the document and the irrigation services performed in accordance with that document.

(c) The irrigator will maintain, for three years, a copy of each document bearing the irrigator's seal.

(d) Once a document containing a seal is issued, the seal may not be altered.

(e) Irrigators shall not use or authorize the use of a seal on any plan or specification created by another irrigator unless the irrigator:

(1) Reviews and makes changes to adapt the plan or specification to the specific site conditions and to address state and local requirements; and

(2) Accepts full responsibility for any alterations to the plan or specification and any downstream consequences.

(f) If an irrigator prepares a portion of a plan or specification, that portion of the design or specification prepared by the irrigator, or under the irrigator's supervision and seal, should be clearly identified.

(g) Irrigators shall sign, seal and date the irrigation plan and specifications, contract, addenda or change orders, warranty, and the maintenance checklist.
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